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Abstract: Plant height can be used as an indicator to estimate crop phenology and biomass. The
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)-based point cloud data derived from photogrammetry methods
contains the structural information of crops which could be used to retrieve crop height. However,
removing noise and outliers from the UAV-based crop point cloud data for height extraction is
challenging. The objective of this paper is to develop an alternative method for canopy height
determination from UAV-based 3D point cloud datasets using a statistical analysis method and a
moving cuboid filter to remove outliers. In this method, first, the point cloud data is divided into
many 3D columns. Secondly, a moving cuboid filter is applied in each column and moved downward
to eliminate noise points. The threshold of point numbers in the filter is calculated based on the
distribution of points in the column. After applying the moving cuboid filter, the crop height is
calculated from the highest and lowest points in each 3D column. The proposed method achieved
high accuracy for height extraction with low Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of 6.37 cm and Mean
Absolute Error (MAE) of 5.07 cm. The canopy height monitoring window for winter wheat using
this method starts from the beginning of the stem extension stage to the end of the heading stage
(BBCH 31 to 65). Since the height of wheat has limited change after the heading stage, this method
could be used to retrieve the crop height of winter wheat. In addition, this method only requires
one operation of UAV in the field. It could be an effective method that can be widely used to help
end-user to monitor their crops and support real-time decision making for farm management.
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1. Introduction

The commercial applications of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) systems in agriculture are
emerging as a lucrative sector in the crop forecasting [1]. Many UAV-based applications help farmers
by taking aerial images over an entire crop field, providing crucial data on crops and soil; these data
assist farmers in crop management [2–4]. One of the most essential advantages of UAV applications in
agriculture is that the intra-field variabilities of the development and health status in the crop can be
monitored throughout the growing season with high spatial resolution images [5–7]. Also, UAV-based
high temporal resolution images can provide real-time data, which offers farmers the opportunity to
make well-informed decisions on farming activities [8]. Currently, several services can be available
throughout the crop growing cycles using UAV-based remote sensing techniques, including two main
categories: soil and field analysis and crop parameter monitoring. The applications of UAVs in soil and
field analysis focus on field 3D mapping and assessment at the start of the crop season [9]. Real-time
UAV data collection provides a better solution for precise crop monitoring, including the crop canopy
leaf area index (LAI), nitrogen status, water stress, and biomass [3,10–14]. The UAV-based data fill the
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gap in remotely sensed data between ground-based measurements and conventional airborne and
satellite data collection [15].

Crop height is an indicator of crop phenology, which can be used to predict crop biomass and
final yield potential [16]. Accurate estimation of intra-field biomass variability requires subfield-scale
plant height estimation. Hence, accurate plant height estimation at the subfield scale is desirable. One
traditional approach to determine the height of an object via remote sensing is the photogrammetric
method using a pair of stereo satellite images [17,18]. However, the spatial and temporal resolution
of satellite images restricts the application of this method in frequent crop height determination [19].
Another approach is to estimate crop height using an airborne or ground-based LiDAR sensor [20,21].
LiDAR has the advantage of high accuracy; however, the costs are prohibitively high, making it difficult
in practice. The third approach is to use a depth camera such as the Microsoft Kinect to estimate
crop height from a derived crop surface model [22], but the range limit of measurement restricts the
mapping of the entire field [23]. The fourth approach is manual measurement in the field, which
requires a heavy workload and time consumption.

The recent development in UAV systems and computer vision has enabled the UAV-based remote
sensing generation of dense 3D reconstructions to produce orthomosaics, digital surface model (DSM),
and 3D point clouds using the Structure from Motion (SfM) approach [24–27]. SfM is a computer
vision technique that incorporates multi-view stereo images to match features, derive 3D structure, and
estimate camera position and orientation [28]. The 3D point clouds derived from UAV-based images
are a set of 3D data points that contains the spatial information of features and have a similar format to
LiDAR data [25,27]. Many studies have estimated crop canopy height and biomass from UAV-based
images using the SfM approach [29–36].

Bendig et al. [33] presented a method that used multiple crop surface models (CSMs) derived
from UAV-based imagery and the SfM technique to estimate crop canopy height throughout the crop
growing season. The canopy height was determined by measuring the difference between the CSMs
and the digital terrain model (DTM). By using this CSMs method, many studies estimated crop height
from UAV digital images [37–39]. The advantages of this method are its accuracy and reliability for the
entire crop growing season. However, the accuracy of the crop surface models and ground surface
model are strongly related to the absolute accuracy of the 3D point cloud data, which is dependent
on the number of images, the accuracy of the camera exterior and interior orientation, and accurate
measurement of the ground control points. This method could achieve absolute accuracy at 15–30 mm
with a Real-Time Kinematic (RTK)-Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). The labor-intensive
measurements of control point positions using high-accuracy RTK-GNSS make this method difficult to
operate in practice.

Generally, the image-based multi-view stereo SfM method can also produce many noisy points due
to imperfect images, inaccurate triangulation, matching uncertainty, and non-diffuse surface [40]. Some
studies attempted to apply outlier removal methods for LiDAR point cloud data to UAV-based point
cloud data [41,42]. Since the UAV-based point cloud data are not able to penetrate dense vegetation
canopy, the LiDAR filtering methods may not be applicable to remove the noise in the UAV-based point
cloud [43]. Moreover, the structure of plant canopy is complicated. The different crop row distances,
the crop height variability, and smaller size of the leaves and stems may be some of the causes that
produce many outliers during the generation of point cloud datasets. In addition, the wind may cause
the instability of plants, affect image matching accuracy, and induces noise in point cloud generation.
Due to the leaf and branch movement through the wind, the point misregistration could affect crop
point cloud positional accuracy [44–46]. Khanna et al. [30] presented a canopy height estimation
method for the early stage of winter wheat using 3D point cloud statistics analysis. A fixed threshold
was applied to remove the top 1% of vegetation points which were considered as outliers in this study.
Shin et al. [47] estimated the forest canopy height from UAV-based multispectral images and SfM point
cloud data. A fixed height threshold (4 m) was adopted by the Shin et al. in their outlier removal
method to clean the outliers on the top of the forest canopy. Although the fixed threshold is simple to
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apply in outlier removal for UAV-based point cloud data, the selection of threshold is influenced by
the content and scale in the study area which may produce unstable accuracy after filtering. Therefore,
in order to provide accurate canopy height estimation, a specific outlier filter needs to be developed to
eliminate noise points in the UAV-based point cloud data.

The objective of this study is to estimate winter wheat canopy height using one set of point
cloud data. A moving cuboid filter was developed and used to eliminate noise, as well as estimate
canopy height of winter wheat at different growth stages. First, the point cloud data is divided into
many 3D columns. Secondly, a moving cuboid filter is applied in each column and moved downward
to eliminate noise points. The threshold of point numbers in the filter is calculated based on the
distribution of points in the column. Finally, the single 3D column is divided into 16 sub-columns,
then the highest and lowest points in all sub-columns are extracted and used to calculate the average
canopy height in one single 3D column.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Site Description and Ground-Based Data Collection

The study site is a winter wheat field located near Melbourne in southwest Ontario, Canada,
which is shown as a red point in Figure 1a. This region of southwest Ontario has a single harvest per
year for crops, with a relatively short growing season from early April to October. The growing season
for winter wheat starts from the previous October and continues until the end of June. In the study
site, a 50 m by 50 m area was used to collect ground-based crop height measurements and UAV-based
imagery. The winter wheat was planted in October 2015, and the row spacing was 18–20 cm. Fifteen
sampling points were selected in the study area and are shown as black square points in Figure 1b. The
samples were collected along the row of winter wheat which could minimize the damage to crops. The
ground-based crop height measurements were conducted at each sampling point, and the UAV flight
was performed directly after the ground-based measurements. At each sampling point, three crop
height measurements were collected within a 2-m area, and the average height was used to represent
the canopy height in this study. In addition, 23 ground control points (GCPs) were set up in the field
using white and black target boards for the entire growing season. The points were used as tie points
for the images and multi-temporal UAV-based point cloud datasets during the point cloud generation
in UAV images processing software to increase the relative accuracy of the dataset. They are shown as
blue points in Figure 1b.
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Figure 1. Study area and sampling points in the field. (a) The study area in Ontario, Canada. (b) The
sampling points in the study area. The blue points are the ground control points, and the black squares
are ground-measured sampling points.
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2.2. Remote Sensing Data Acquisition and Preprocessing

Multitemporal UAV-based imagery was collected using a DJI Phantom 3 UAV system with
a high-resolution digital red, green, and blue (RGB) camera (DJI Technology Co., Ltd., Shenzhen,
China). The multitemporal 3D point cloud datasets were generated from UAV-based imagery using
Pix4Dmapper Pro (Pix4D) v2.4 (Pix4D SA, Lausanne, Switzerland) [48]. The output of the UAV-based
3D point cloud dataset has a similar format to LiDAR data but has a lower cost. Three UAV acquisitions
at different crop growth stages were carried out on the winter wheat field on 16 May, 31 May, and
9 June 2016. The phenology of winter wheat represent by BBCH-scale are 31, 65, and 83, which are
early, middle, and late stages, respectively [49]. These phenological stages were chosen for this study
to evaluate the method using different crop heights.

All UAV images in this study were captured in the nadir position. The flight height was 30 m
above the ground, and the overlapping of all images was 90% on all sides to help the point cloud
generation for farm field. The spatial resolution for all three aerial images is 1.5 cm. The UAV flight
dates, number of images, points in the dataset, point density, average ground measurements, and
crop phenology were listed in Table 1. The images were processed using Pix4D software to generate
orthomosaic aerial images and 3D point cloud datasets. The ground control points were used in the
processing of the orthomosaic aerial images and point cloud generation in Pix4D. The preprocessing of
the output point cloud data, including data clipping and data format conversion, was conducted in
C++ with the point cloud library. The orthomosaic images and the elevation of corresponding point
cloud datasets in perspective view are shown in Figure 2.

Table 1. Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) flight dates, number of images, points in the dataset, point
density, average ground measurements, and winter wheat growth phenology.

Flight Date Number of
Images

Points in the
Dataset Point Density Measured Average

Height of Winter Wheat Growth Stage

16-May-2016 171 25,443,758 5933 pts/m2 42.3 cm Stem Extension
(BBCH 31)

31-May-2016 235 19,543,425 4557 pts/m2 73.7 cm Heading
(BBCH 65)

9-June-2016 226 14,935,952 3483 pts/m2 74.9 cm Ripening
(BBCH 83)
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Figure 2. 2D UAV orthomosaic images for the study area during three growth stages, (a) 16 May,
(c) 31 May, (e) 9 June; 3D Point cloud dataset for the black boundary area in perspective view, (b) 16 May,
(d) 31 May, (f) 9 June. The color scheme bar showed the elevation (above sea level) of the point
cloud dataset.

2.3. Data Analysis

2.3.1. UAV-Based Point Cloud Distribution over Crop Fields

We divided the point cloud dataset into many 3D square cross-section columns with a ground
area of 2 m by 2 m, as shown in Figure 3. After dividing the point cloud dataset into many 3D columns,
the Otsu’s method was used to classify the points within each column into two groups; one was bare
ground points and one was plant points [50]. The UAV-based 3D point cloud data for crop fields at
different stages provided different distribution histograms in each column. At different growth stages
of winter wheat in this study, the histogram can be divided into seven classes that represent different
crop phenology stages, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Histograms of the point distribution of a typical 3D column in the crop field at different crop
growth stages. The distribution of overall points, bare ground points, and plant points are represented
by black, brown, and green bars. X-axis is the elevation of points and Y-axis is the frequency of
points. (a) The histogram of points distribution for bare ground points in October 2015. (b,c) The
histogram of points distribution in the early growth stage of winter wheat (BBCH ≈ 31) on 16 May 2016.
(d,e) The histogram of points distribution in the middle growth stage of winter wheat (BBCH ≈ 65)
on 31 May 2016. (f,g) The histogram of points distribution in the late growth stage of winter wheat
(BBCH ≈ 83) on 9 June 2016.

In Figure 4, the brown bars represent the histogram of the bare ground points, and the green
bars represent the histogram of the plant points in each column. Before the crop emergence, the
points in each column are contributed by the bare ground (Figure 4a). The distribution of bare ground
points showed that the estimated elevations of bare ground points have a variation of about 20 cm.
This variation may be caused by the homogenization of the surface, which resulted in an inaccurate
estimation of point position during the generation of the point cloud. After the crop emergence, a plant
point histogram appears but shows the same range of elevation as the bare ground points (Figure 4b,c).
As the crop grows, the histogram of plant points separates into two peaks, one made by points at the
plant bottom; one made by points at the canopy. As the crop continues to grow taller, the number of
points contributed by a crop will gradually increase, then the two peaks also become more apparent,
and the distance between them increases (Figure 4d,e). The overall histogram has two general peaks.
The number of bare ground points decreases. With the crop growth, the number of crop points will
increase until the crop has a full canopy, and the first peak made by plant and bare ground points will
gradually disappear in the histogram (Figure 4e,f). Finally, the histogram has only one peak, which is
contributed by the crop canopy points (Figure 4g).

2.3.2. The Moving Cuboid Filter

The 3D point cloud dataset was first divided into many 2 m by 2 m 3D columns. These grid
dimensions provided enough variability for intra-field monitoring in the crop field since the data
collection resolution is 3 m for most farmers in our study area. The moving cuboid filter was applied
in each column that satisfied two criteria at the same time: (1) close to the point cloud dataset within a
specific vertical distance; (2) have enough neighboring points within a certain 3D cuboid.

The moving cuboid filter is shown in Figure 5. First, the 3D column (blue cuboid) which is one
voxel in the entire point cloud data is divided into many same thickness slices (1 cm thick). A moving
orange cuboid filter includes five slices which moves down from the top of the column to the bottom
in the z-direction, with a step of one slice. If the number of points in the moving cuboid filter is less
than the threshold, all points within the cuboid filter are labeled as potential outliers. The cuboid filter
contains five slices, and it moves down one slice in each step, so each point is labeled five times. Any
point that has been labeled as a potential outlier more than half of the number of slices in the cuboid
filter is considered an outlier and is trimmed from the column because the point is far from the point
cloud datasets and has fewer neighboring points. In this study, the size of the moving cuboid filter
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was 2 m × 2 m × 5 cm and the moving step was 1 cm. The flow chart of the outlier filter is shown in
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After eliminating the outliers using this moving cuboid filter and thresholds, the clean single 3D
column will be divided into many sub-columns at the size of 0.5 m by 0.5 m. Since the size of the
3D column is 2 m by 2 m, the number of sub-columns is 16 in each column. After dividing the 3D
column into sub-columns, the highest and lowest points in each sub-column will be used to calculate
the height of wheat canopy height. Then, all 16 sub-columns heights will be used to calculate the
average canopy height for one single 3D column to avoid the appearance of extreme results and make
the height estimation more reliable.

2.3.3. Threshold Determination

The total number and the distribution of the point in a 3D column will affect the number of points
in the cuboid filter at each step i during the downward moving of the cuboid filter. The threshold T
of the moving cuboid filter is the ratio of the number of points at each step i and the total number of
points N in the 3D column. This ratio ensures the threshold T will not change with the variation of the
total number of points N in the 3D column and is affected by the point cloud distribution only.

According to Figure 4, the number of peaks will classify the histogram into two categories, one
has one peak, and one has two peaks. When the histogram of point distribution has two peaks, the
height value of the local minimum can be determined. The point cloud data will be separated into two
parts: points have higher height value than the height of the local minimum in the histogram belong to
high part and points have lower height value is a low part. The number of points in the high and low
parts corresponds to NH and NL. The ratio α is defined as:

α =
Max (NL, NH)

Min (NL, NH)
(1)

When the histogram of point distribution has one peak, the value of α is∞ which is a special case
in α estimation. Therefore, a fixed threshold T0 will be adopted for the 3D column with one peak in
the histogram, which is T = T0. A changing threshold Tα will be adopted for the 3D column with
two peaks in the histogram. Tα will be determined based on the value of α. Since this study has the
limited sampling points, the range of α is used determine Tα, and the entire range of α is divided into
multiple intervals, and b1, b2, b3, . . . bk represent the interval nodes. The fixed values T1, T2, . . . Tk will
be adopted for Tα based on the different intervals of α.

Tα =


T1 α ∈ (b1, b2)

T2 when α ∈ (b2, b3)

. . .
Tk α ∈ (bk, bk+1)

(2)

Therefore, the threshold of the moving cuboid filter will be written as:
One peak:

T = T0 (3)

Two peaks:
T = Tα (4)

An evaluation test will be performed on each of the 3D columns at the 15 sampling points in the
winter wheat field on 16 May and 31 May to determine the acceptable range of the threshold T where
the relative difference between the estimated and measured crop heights was less than 10%. First, the
histograms of all these 3D columns will be normalized to the same scale. Savitzky–Golay filtering will
be applied to smooth each histogram and determine the number of peaks and the value of the local
minimum in the histogram. The value of a will be calculated after determining the local minimum.
Next, the estimated crop height was determined at thresholds T from 0.1% to 10% of the points in the
3D column, and the step was 0.1%. The relationship between T and a will be determined.
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2.3.4. Method Assessment

The ratio of the number of unsolved pixels and the total pixels in the study area will be calculated
for all three winter wheat growth stages to verify the correctness of the moving cuboid filter. One pixel
had an unacceptable estimation of crop height after applying the moving cuboid filter wad defined
as an unsolved pixel. The canopy height for winter wheat at the same growing stage within a field
should be similar. If any pixel has canopy height estimation much higher or lower than the average
canopy height measured in the field, this pixel should be considered as an unsolved pixel. Hence, the
absolute difference between the estimated height using the moving cuboid method and the average
ground measurement was set to 20 cm in this study.

The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) will be applied to evaluate the prediction errors in this
study. In addition, the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) will be used to evaluate the average magnitude
of the error of predicted canopy height. The RMSE and MAE will be calculated from predicted and
ground measured canopy height on each measurement date, and the overall RMSE and MAE will be
calculated for all three dates together to evaluate the accuracy of the moving cuboid filter in canopy
height estimation.

For further validation, a comparison will be performed based on the RMSE, MAE, average height,
standard deviation, and unsolved pixel rate between the estimated canopy height via both the Khanna’s
method and the moving cuboid filter and ground measurements. Khanna’s method firstly divided the
point cloud dataset into many columns, which are 3D grid cells with the same area. Then the Otus’s
method was used to determine the threshold and classify the points into ground and vegetation parts.
The fixed threshold 1% will be only applied on vegetation part to remove the top 1% of the vegetation
points. The final canopy height was calculated from the highest and lowest points of the rest of the
vegetation points in the column.

3. Results

3.1. Threshold T and Range of α for Winter Wheat

After evaluating the value of threshold T at all sampling points on 16 May and 31 May, we found
that when the histogram of point in the 3D column had one peak (Figure 4a–c), the acceptable range of
threshold was from 0.1% to 0.2%. Therefore, we adopted a fixed threshold of T0 = 0.1%. When the
histogram of point in the 3D column had two peaks, the acceptable range of threshold changes with α.
The mean of the upper bound and the lower bound of the range is adopted as T. The relationship
between T and α is shown in Figure 7. α is highly correlated with T (R2 = 0.9191), and the data of α
and T shows in Table 2. Since the histograms of point cloud distribution on 16 May all had one peak,
and on 31 May had two peaks, the fixed threshold T0 was determined from all sampling points on
16 May, and the changing threshold Tα was determined based on the value of α from all sampling
point on 31 May. As the power regression was applied for α and Tα, the distribution was classified into
the three groups in this study, shown in Figure 7b. Two classes are concentrated at the tail parts of the
curve and one class was concentrated at the middle part of this curve. The nodes of the range of αwere
determined that b1 = 0, b2 = 3.5, b3 = 8.5, and b4 is∞. The Tα was adopted for this experiment is:

Tα =


T1 = 5% α ∈ (0, 3.5]
T2 = 1.5% when α ∈ (3.5 , 8.5)

T3 = 0.6% α ∈ [8.5 , ∞)

(5)
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Figure 7. Threshold Tα determination using the relationship between the ratio (α) and optimal mean
threshold (T). (a) the relationship between α and T; (b) classification of α.

Table 2. The results of α , range of optimal T, and mean optimal T for all 15 sampling points on 31 May.

Sample ID Ratio
(α)

Acceptable Range of Threshold
(%)

Mean Threshold (T)
(%)

1 3.31325 4.5–5.2 4.85
2 1.35944 4.6–10 7.30
3 8.21014 1.2–2.1 1.65
4 20.6328 0.4–0.7 0.55
5 8.31921 0.8–1.9 1.35
6 3.62604 0.2–4.0 2.10
7 3.96090 1.2–3.5 2.35
8 2.76710 0.8–7.3 4.05
9 2.06070 2.0–9.8 5.90
10 1.45030 3.6–5.9 4.75
11 8.28516 0.2–2.8 1.50
12 7.07155 0.1–2.5 1.30
13 1.32538 0.1–1.1 5.60
14 3.86219 0.3–4.9 2.60
15 7.20453 0.9–2.9 1.90

3.2. Canopy Height Estimation at Different Growth Stages Using the Moving Cuboid Filter

To show the variation of this moving cuboid filter at different wheat growth stages, three raw
maps of the wheat canopy height at different stages are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Raw maps of the winter wheat canopy height displayed as a cubic convolution interpretation.
(a) 16 May; (b) 31 May; (c) June 9.

The average canopy height was the average of all ground height measurements in each date,
which were 42.3 cm, 73.7 cm, and 74.3 cm for 16 May, 31 May, and 9 June. If the absolute difference of
the estimated canopy height in the pixel and the average ground measurements is greater than 20 cm,
this canopy height of the pixel was considered a failure estimation, as shown in Figure 9. The unsolved
pixel rate was 0.8%, 8.3%, and 21.7% on 16 May, 31 May, and 9 June, respectively.
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Figure 9. Map of the unsolved pixels (red points) at different growing stages for winter wheat.
(a) 16 May; (b) 31 May; (c) June 9.

3.3. Canopy Height Maps after Interpolating for Unsolved Pixels

After removing the unsolved pixels in the map, the canopy height of the rest of the unsolved
pixels was recalculated using the inverse distance weighted (IDW) algorithm based on the neighboring
points. The final canopy height maps at different growing stages are shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. The final maps of canopy height in the study area at different growing stages. (a) 16 May;
(b) 31 May; (c) 9 June. After removal of the unsolved pixels, the final map was generated using the
inverse distance weighted (IDW) interpretation method and displayed as cubic convolution resampling.
The black dash rectangle showed an area with a higher height estimation on the crop height map.

The average canopy height was 40.1 cm on 16 May, and the standard deviation was 0.06; the
average canopy height was 76.7 cm with a standard deviation of 0.07 on 31 May; the average canopy
height was 70.3 cm with a standard deviation of 0.06 on 9 June. To show the accuracy of the moving
cuboid filter, the RMSE and MAE between the estimated and ground-measured canopy heights for
15 sampling points at all growing stages were compared. The RMSE was 6.5 cm on 16 May, 4.5 cm on
31 May, and 7.7 cm on 9 June; the overall RMSE was 6.37 cm. The MAE was 5.1 cm on 16 May, 3.8 cm
on 31 May, and 6.4 cm on 9 June; the overall MAE was 5.07 cm.

In the northern part of the study area, one row of winter wheat had higher plant height estimations
than the rest of the study area. This row is a vehicle trail made in the winter season before the wheat
emergence which is within the black dash rectangle in Figure 10a. The trail could be clearly observed
on the maps of canopy height on 16 May and 31 May, but not on 9 June. The same observation can
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be made from the aerial images on 16 May, 31 May, and 9 June (Figure 2); the trail gradually fades
over time.

3.4. Canopy Height Results Using the Point Statistical Method Developed by Khanna

The results generated from another statistical method developed by Khanna et al. [30] are shown
in Figure 11. The method developed in this study does not perform well in canopy height estimation
on 9 June, and Khanna’s method is designed for early wheat stage height estimation, so the 16 May
and 31 May results were compared in this study.
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Figure 11. The winter wheat canopy height produced by Khanna’s method. (a) Canopy height map on
16 May. (b) Canopy height map on 31 May. (c) canopy height map with unsolved pixels on 16 May.
(d) Canopy height map with unsolved pixels on 31 May.

The average height of the winter wheat canopy estimated using Khanna’s method was 26 cm on
16 May and 60.25 cm on 31 May. The standard deviation was 11.33 and 12.26 on 16 May and 31 May,
respectively. The RMSE was 17.03 cm on 16 May and 9.03 cm 31 May. The MAE was 15.5 cm on
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16 May and 7.51 cm on 31 May. The unsolved pixel rates were 19.4% and 21.1% on 16 May and 31 May,
respectively. A comparison of the moving cuboid filter and Khanna methods is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Comparison of the performance of the moving cuboid filter and Khanna methods

Date
Average
Height

Standard
Deviation

Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE)

Mean Absolute
Error (MAE)

Unsolved
Pixel Rate

Moving
cuboid filter

16-May 40.10 cm 0.06 cm 6.50 cm 5.10 cm 0.80%
31-May 76.70 cm 0.07 cm 4.50 cm 3.80 cm 8.30%

Khanna’s
method

16-May 26.00 cm 11.33 cm 17.03 cm 15.50 cm 19.40%
31-May 60.25 cm 12.26 cm 9.03 cm 7.51 cm 21.10%

4. Discussion

4.1. Advantages of the Moving Cuboid Filter

The canopy height estimation from the UAV-based point cloud data uses the spatial structure
information on image points so a commercial digital camera can be used for image acquisition rather
than an expensive multispectral or hyperspectral camera. In addition, the point cloud data contains
color information on each point [38]. Currently, many studies used crop height model (CHM) to
retrieve crop and forest canopy height from the calculation between DTM and DSM. The CHM
methods could achieve crop height estimation for the entire growing season; however, the complexity
of ground control points collection must be considered for multiple times data collection. As compared
with the CHM model, the moving cuboid filter presented in this study reduced the workload in the
field to one UAV data collection. In addition, ground control points acquisition does not require
high-accuracy RTK-GNSS since the ground control points in this study are used to align adjacent
images and multi-date datasets. These advantages of the moving cuboid filter enable simple UAV
operation in the field for crop height monitoring.

In this study, the moving cuboid filter method is tested at three winter wheat growth stages and
it is used to estimate the canopy heights with a fixed threshold T0 or a changing threshold Tα. The
moving cuboid filter performed better than the Khanna’s simple fixed threshold filter on wheat canopy
height estimation at these three growing stages in terms of estimation range, RMSE and MAE, and
unsolved pixel rate. According to the results derived from the above tests, a changing threshold with a
moving cuboid filter was more adaptable to different point distribution due to the canopy changes in
different growing stages than a fixed threshold filter. To remove outliers from crop point cloud data, the
moving cuboid filter did not only consider the relationship between point and its neighboring points
but also concerned about the continuity of points in the vertical direction. The thresholds determined
from the point distribution in each voxel were different. Compared with studies that adopt a simple
fixed threshold or practical value, the moving cuboid filter had better performance on crop outlier
removal at different growing stages which may reduce human error.

4.2. Limitations and Uncertainties of the Moving Cuboid Filter

In this study, the number of peaks was determined from the histogram of the point cloud data
distribution in each column before applying the moving cuboid filter. According to Figure 4a–c, the
bare ground and the crop at phenology of BBCH 31 has only one peak in the histogram of point
distribution. From the observation of the distribution of bare ground points in October of the previous
year, it can be found that the bare ground points presented a variation in the estimation of evaluation.
This issue will affect the crop height estimation in early plant developing stages when the crop height
is low, such as early leaf development and tillering stages [31]. This method performed well on the
canopy height estimation of wheat at the phenology of BBCH 31. A fixed threshold of 0.1% was
adopted in this study rather than a fixed threshold of 1% of plant points in Khanna’s method. The
reason that different thresholds are selected is that the total numbers and densities of points in these
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two studies are different. The threshold T may change due to the different data collection methods and
types of crops; hence it will need to be determined in different cases. According to Figure 4d,e, most of
the columns have two peaks in the histograms of point distributions on 31 May. For this reason, the
threshold Tα was established based on all sampling points from the dataset on 31 May. A regression
model between α and T was established in this study to be used to determine the threshold Tα from
the calculation of α. However, this inversion method could introduce thresholds out of the acceptable
range of thresholds and result in incorrect canopy height estimation. Therefore, instead of calculating
Tα from the inversion of the regression model, three Tα values were adopted based on three intervals
of the range of α in this study. Since the sampling points were limited in this winter wheat dataset and
only three intervals of the range of α and Tα were classified in this study, the unsolved pixels were still
present in the results. Increase of the sampling points could help to narrow the interval of the range of
α and Tα and improve the accuracy of crop height estimation in the future study.

After evaluating the acceptable range of the threshold T, we found that the estimated crop canopy
height in each column reduces as the threshold increases. Due to the human error of in-situ crop height
measurements, the threshold is an acceptable range instead of an optimal value. In this study, the
acceptable range of threshold for the 3D column with one peak in its histogram of point distribution
ranged from 0.1% to 0.2%. Therefore, it was easy to determine T0. However, the acceptable range of
threshold for the 3D column with two peaks varies greatly. For example, the changes in the estimated
canopy height and threshold selections from 0.1% to 10% of the total number of points in the column of
sample point eight on 31 May are shown in Figure 12. The ground-measured canopy height was 69.7 cm
in this column. When the absolute difference from the ground-measured and the estimated canopy
height is less than 10%, the corresponding threshold range is the acceptable range of thresholds. In this
case, within the acceptable range of thresholds from 0.9% to 7.4%, the estimated canopy height was
64.1 cm to 76.3 cm, and the optimal estimated canopy height is 70.38 cm at the 5% threshold. However,
according to Figure 12, the estimated canopy height suddenly reduced more than 40 cm when the
threshold exceeded 7.4%. Figure 13 shows the result of threshold selection in this column trimmed
using the moving cuboid filter at different thresholds 7.4% (Figure 13a,b) and 7.5% (Figure 13c,d).
The trimmed outliers are shown as red points in Figure 13. If the selection of threshold is out of the
acceptable range of thresholds, the overestimates and underestimates could affect the final canopy
height estimation. This is one of the sources of the unsuccessful estimations of canopy height and
unsolved pixel on 31 May data.
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Figure 12. The relationship between the threshold and estimated crop canopy height for one
sampling point.
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Figure 13. The results after applying the proposed moving cuboid filter with different thresholds;
the red points represent outliers and the green points are the points that are kept after filtering.
(a,b) threshold of 7.4%; (c,d) threshold of 7.5%.

The number of unsolved pixels significantly increased from 31 May to 9 June. In addition to
the issue of selecting a threshold that was out of the affectable threshold range, the primary source
of unsolved pixels was from the dataset itself on 9 June. The growing stage of the winter wheat on
9 June was the ripening stage (BBCH is 83), corresponding to complete heading and starting fruiting.
At this stage, the winter wheat should have an almost complete canopy, and the histogram of point
distributions in all columns should be close to the histogram in Figure 4f,g. In the case of Figure 4g, the
point cloud dataset may only contain the points of the top canopy and no bare ground points because
the camera is unable to penetrate the crop canopy and capture soil images from any observation angle.
Due to the missing bare ground information, part of the canopy height on 9 June was estimated lower
than that on 31 May, which can be observed from canopy height map on 31 May and 9 June (Figure 10).
This shows that the moving cuboid filter had difficulty estimating the winter wheat canopy height
after the full canopy stages.
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4.3. Applications of the Moving Cuboid Filter

Although the proposed method is challenging when estimating canopy height after the full canopy
emerges, the average height does not change significantly after the heading stages in winter wheat.
In this study, this method achieved the canopy height estimation between the stem extension and
heading stages. These stages are essential in winter wheat monitoring. The information from these
stages can be used in biomass and final yield estimation [19]. Since this method enables a simple
operation of UAV in the field, it could be an effective method that can be widely used to help end-user
to monitor their crops and support real-time decision making for farm management.

The proposed moving cuboid filter uses both the bare ground and plant canopy point in the point
cloud dataset to estimate winter wheat canopy height. Although the structure of wheat canopy is
complicated due to the different row distance, variable crop heights, and different sizes of leaves and
stems, the point cloud data can still provide the information of both bare ground and plant points
before the wheat has a full canopy. This method could be applied to other crops with simple canopy
structure and less density, such as corn and tobacco, but the parameter of moving cuboid filter and
thresholds may need to be adjusted accordingly. To implement this method on other crops, the UAV
system should keep at a relatively low flight altitude, and a high-resolution camera will help to collect
fine resolution images.

5. Conclusions

The applied moving cuboid filter provides a suitable method for eliminating noise from UAV-based
3D point cloud datasets for winter wheat fields. First, this moving cuboid filter considers the density
of points in a horizontal direction. A fixed threshold T0 is used for outlier removal in the early stage of
winter wheat. A changing threshold Tα is used for outlier removal in the later stages of winter wheat.
According to the range of α, the changing threshold Tα is selected based on the different histograms of
point distribution. In addition to the horizontal direction, the moving cuboid filter also considers the
continuation of points in a vertical direction. After labeling all points in the 3D column, points with
more labels are trimmed as outliers. The filter has stable performance in canopy height estimation
before the winter wheat has a full canopy and lower RMSE and MAE than ground measurements.
Although this method has a relatively higher RMSE at early growth stages and a lower accuracy at
the full canopy stage, it provides a canopy height monitoring window for winter wheat from the
beginning of the stem extension stage to the end of the heading stage (BBCH 31 to 65). The accuracy of
this method decreases as the winter wheat grew.

This method provides a potential direction for crop height estimation using UAV-based 3D point
cloud data, which could help farmers easily monitor farm fields and quickly obtain real-time crop
height information. Future canopy height studies using UAV-based 3D point cloud data should focus
on the estimation of Tα to resolve the issue of unsolved pixels. A larger field area and more ground
sampling points might provide useful information for Tα selection. In addition, more parameter
adjustment studies such as height extraction from low-density point cloud datasets and final map
generation with lower resolutions should be conducted to reduce processing time. The moving cuboid
filter could also be evaluated for different crop types such as corn and soybean in future studies.
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